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organic syntheses with catalysis: building block reactions provides an overview of modern chemical synthesis based on the reactions between small molecules. thus, this book is uniquely placed to provide the modern reader with the tools for planning and executing modern synthesis reactions. the volume defines the overall strategy for
synthesis of a wide range of compounds including natural products, drugs, polymers, and materials. the aim is to provide the reader with an overall picture of modern synthesis in a single work. but organic reactions provides far more. it goes a step further and shows the reader how to operate this very useful process as well as how to validate
its efficacy in his or her own laboratory, thus contributing to the useful practice of organic chemistry. the pre-eminence of the organic reactions series is now established, but up to this point, the series has been limited to the realm of classic organic reactions. the group of authors led by prof. subrata sengupta , in collaboration with others, has
produced another ambitious and also exemplary volume on modern organic reactions, highlighting their extraordinary power and versatility and offering a series of valuable tips for the successful execution of the transformations. as always, organic reactions provides a concise, state of the art overview of the structural basis of the
transformation. this is followed by the full documentation of the reaction protocol itself, including a full description of the experimental procedure, postulated mechanistic background, and related observations from other laboratories. further, the text highlights the importance of understanding both the mechanistic and stereochemical aspects
of the process. with an eye toward the practitioner, organic reactions also instructs the reader on the most efficient and economic means for its execution, offering useful and valuable suggestions.
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